Instructor: John Goomey, 325 Engineering Hall, (608)342-1361 goomeyj@uwplatt.edu

- Hand-generated homework must be completed on engineering, plain white or loose-leaf notebook paper, **no paper with jagged edges is to be scanned.**
- All work done on paper must be written using pencil.
- Homework must be completed in a neat and orderly fashion, using only one side of the sheet of paper with enough work shown that the solution can be easily followed.
- Your name must be at the upper right hand corner of each page.
- Both the assignment number and the problems included must be listed on the first page.
- Each problem in the assignment must be clearly labeled.
- All non-pictorial final answers must be boxed for credit.
- If the homework assignment results in multiple pages of work, each page must be numbered and the pages must be combined into a single electronic document.
- All answers must be expressed in simplified form (no fractions, radicals, etc.).
- Homework must be submitted to the appropriate dropbox in D2L.